
Unite Series Three-Stage Electric Adjustable Base
Product # 500783100

Load Capacity 350 lb

Motor 3

Number of Legs 3

Finish Silver

DESCRIPTION
System with two adjustable legs

- Richelieu's Unite electric adjustable table Legs utilize powder-coated steel
construction and powerful DC motors with high lifting capacities. 
- At 1 1/2 in (38.1 mm) per second, our lifting speed swiftly moves you from one
position to another. 
- The sophisticated programming in our control box creates the quality of movement
you'd expect from a high-end product. 
- Software ensures soft start/stop. 
- Hall sensor measures speed and alignment. 
- Temperature sensors protect circuitry and motors to ensure long life.

ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS
PRECISE - Our handset provides 4 programmable positions along with an LED
readout of desk height. No more searching for your favorite positions. SPEEDY - At 1.5
inches per second, our lifting speed swiftly moves you from one position to another.
SMART - The sophisticated programming in our control box creates the quality of
movement you'd expect from a high-end product. - Software ensures soft start/stop. -
Hall sensor measures speed and alignment. - Temperature sensors protect circuitry
and motors to assure long life. STRONG - We only use powder-coated steel
construction and powerful DC motors with high lifting capacities.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Product # 500783100

Height - Overall Dimensions 23.5 to 49 in

Width - Overall Dimensions 42.2 to 74 in

Depth - Overall Dimensions 23.7 in

Material Steel

Top width recommended 42.2 to 74 in

Top depth recommended 24 to 30 in

Stages 3

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
**Tabletop is not included** - Full height range: seated keyboard to full standing, 23 1/2 in (594.36 mm) to 49 in (1244.6 mm) - Foot size:
23 3/4 in (603 mm) x 2 3/4 in (69.85 mm) - 1 1/2 in (38.1 mm) per second - One powerful DC motor per leg - Adjustable leveling legs -
LED programmable handset - Up and down anti-collision system
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